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Welcome to my sales calls essential checklist! I’m so excited to share this
with you- the product of having converted hundreds of thousands of
dollars with sales calls and supporting my clients in doing the same.
As such, I have a unique privilege of seeing
what it takes to conduct a successful sales
call. When I say successful sales call, I don’t
necessarily mean a sales call that turns into a
sale. I mean a call that feels good for both
you and your prospect, that doesn’t feel
sales-y, and that does result in a purchase so
long as this is the right client for you. It gives
you permission to only work with those that
you want!
I recommend having this PDF printed on
your desk or saved on your desktop to make
sure that you hit the points for every single
sales call.

If you want to learn more about my sales strategies and how you can
improve the sales process in your business, I hope to see you in our
new program, Service-Based Sales. It’s designed for entrepreneurs that
care about selling from a place of service AND watching their income
go up at the same time. Both are possible; we’ll show you how!
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Require an active confirmation from your prospect.
As exciting as it is to have discovery calls booked, it can bring
you down if they don’t show. Have them show their commitment
before their call by actively confirming they’ll show up.
Wait to discuss working together until you’ve thoroughly heard
the problem that got them on the phone. You’ll sell from
integrity when you can honestly share how your offering will help
solve their problem, so be sure to hear their problem!
Ask an “all in” question. Before you even share what your
product or service is, support them in confirming their level of
commitment with an “all in” question. My favorite is “is solving
this problem a MUST for you?” This supports then in committing
and helps make sure they’re a good fit for you.
Give expert guidance. A common mistake is to share a
catalogue of offerings with your prospect. Remember that they’re
looking to you to tell them how to solve the problem. You’d
never go to a doctor and have him ask you what procedure you
want to fix an injury- you’d trust he knew what to do.
Have a clear reason why your prospect should join right then.
Use their own story coupled with an urgency factor (a sale, a
discount, a time limit, etc.) to close the container.
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